
COLOR PALETTE
Because colors are created differently in 
different media, colors are defined for print 
(CMYK), special print colors (PANTONE®  
spot colors), and screen colors (RGB).

The primary color palette should be used 
in all communication pieces.

Usage

The NCAC 50th color palette is to be used 
across all materials

Secondary Colors

You can use any color as a secondary color 
as long as NCAC Green, or NCAC  Gray 
are dominant.

NCAC 50th PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

NCAC 50th Green NCAC 50th Gray NCAC 50th Blue NCAC 50th Yellow NCAC 50th Red

ACCENT COLOR PALETTE

PANTONE 382U
CMYK 33 / 0 / 85 / 0
RGB 153 / 194 / 33
WEB 99C221
 

PANTONE Cool Gray 9
CMYK 28 / 16 /12 / 35
RGB 137 / 139 / 142
WEB 898B8E
 

PANTONE 2995U
CMYK 89 / 0 / 1 / 0
RGB 13 / 157 / 219
WEB 0D9DDB
 

PANTONE 179U
CMYK 1 / 75 / 87 / 2
RGB 225 / 95 / 85
WEB E15F55
 

PANTONE 7548U
CMYK 0 / 12 / 98 / 0
RGB 255 / 201 / 21
WEB FFC915
 

Rotis Sans Serif - 75 Extra Bold
Rotis Sans Serif - 56 Italic

LOGO USAGE NCAC COLOR 

CLEAR SPACE

5-color standard logo Logo on dark color background  Logo on light background Black logo on light background

To maintain the integrity of the NCAC 50th identity, 
keep a fixed amount of clear space around the entire 
logo to help it stand out. 

An appropriate clear space for the logo is equal to the 
width of the spiral design and proportional to the size 
of the logo being used.

 

MINIMUM SIZE

When the NCAC 50th logo is used smaller than 1” the 
leadership tagline should be dropped from the mark. 
The logo should never be reduced to less than .5” wide.

The main typeface for the NCAC 50th logo is Rotis Sans 
Serif. For all documents created in Word, PowerPoint and 
other programs where the final file will be a pdf, use Arial.

 

APPLICATION

TYPOGRAPHY

The logo should be paired the logo type for most print 
applications. There may be specific applications which it 
is ok to use the logo on it’s own i.e. T-shirts, totes etc. 
But the logo type should appear somewhere on the item. 


